Maxxlife Financial, Inc. is Now Offering New Medical, Travel and
Life Insurance Plans
Maxxlife Financial is happy introduce their new Life Insurance, Super Visa Insurance,
and Snowbird Travel Insurance.
March 2, 2017 (FPRC) -- Maxxlife Financial, Inc, a broker company offering insurance plans and
products, has recently started offering new medical, travel and life insurance plans. The company is
a one-stop shop for insurance needs and offers plans from a number of different companies.
Maxxlife focuses on exceptional customer service and working with their clients to find the best rates
and insurances to meet their needs.
Canada’s Super Visa program allows eligible parents and grandparents to visit family in the country
for up to two years without the need to renew their status. However, one of the requirements is that
each person traveling on a Super Visa have a minimum of $100,000 in medical insurance coverage
in effect before the visa is issued because visitors to Canada are not covered under provincial
health insurance plans.
Maxxlife Financial now offers Super Visa Medical Insurance plans including options for those with
and without pre-existing medical conditions and more comprehensive plans that provide coverage
for pre-existing medical conditions including routine annual check-ups. If for some reason, the Super
Visa is denied, clients are provided a 100 percent refund of their premium.
Maxxlife Financial’s new Snowbird Travel Insurance covers snowbirds and seniors planning to leave
the frigid cold and snow of Canada behind for the winter and seek out warmer climates. The
company offers this affordable travel insurance on a daily or yearly basis and anywhere in between.
Plans cover medical care and trip cancellation and interruption as well as 24 hour seven days a
week emergency assistance services.
“We are pleased to offer these new insurance products that will help support and protect our client’s
interests,” says CEO of Maxxlife Financial, Inc. “Because of our affordable and diverse insurance
options and commitment to customer service, Maxxlife Financial is one of Canada’s leading
insurance providers.”
Maxxlife Financial is also now offering a range of life insurance plans. Life insurance is important to
help a client’s loved ones pay for funeral and associated costs, take care of outstanding debts, and
even provide financial support after death. The kind of life insurance a client needs is determined by
age, health, salary, debt, and other factors. Plans vary from term-life, non-medical life, permanent
life, and universal life insurance. Maxxlife will help clients explore the options to make the best
choices available.
To learn more about the company and their insurance plans, visit MaxxLife.ca. or for questions,
email info@maxxlife.ca.
Contact Information
For more information contact Manoj Vohra of Life Insurance (http://https://maxxlife.ca/life-insurance/)
8558462524
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